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Developing science and technology have led to the invention of various newer modalities in the eld of 
dentistry. One such modality of non-invasive treatment is Photodynamic Therapy which is used of multiple 

purposes, as a diagnostic tool for oral lesions, for the management of lesions in the oral cavity caused by the herpes simplex 
virus (or HSV), to achieve and maintain sterility inside the root canal, for plaque removal, treatment of oral candidiasis, as a tool 
in the treatment of peri-implantitis and peri-implant mucositis etc.  An important part of Photodynamic therapy is Photosensitizer, 
there are various generations of photosensitizers  and various  newer advancements  with incorporation of nanotechnology and  
gene therapy ,  which had been  elaborated .
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INTRODUCTION 
Over the past few decades there has been a shift of research 
and technological innovations more towards non-invasive 
modalities of treatment and one such modality gaining 
reputation is photodynamic therapy (PDT).

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The ancient Egyptians understood that the sun had healing 
powers in treatment of skin conditions like vitiligo, psoriasis 
and skin cancer [1,2]. The same was used as heliotherapy 
extensively as treatment modality for tuberculosis. Later the 
Era of phototherapy started in 1890s,  when a scientist Niels 
Finsen from Denmark worked with light sources in all ranges 
from small active rays to UV radiation in treatment of lupus 
vulgaris and smallpox [3,4] and has received Nobel Prize in 
1903 [5]. 

In 1913, Fredrich Meyer-Betz tested with an intravenous 
injection of 200 mg hematoporphyrin (derived from 
protoporphyrin IX, with 2 vinyl groups hydrated) on himself 
[7,8] and noted the development of extreme pain and swelling, 
which was conned to the areas exposed to light; this area 
remained photosensitive for several months after the incident. 
He concluded that hematoporphyrin was a Photosensetizer 
(PS) agent. 

The  bas ic  sc ience  and  c l in i ca l  app l i ca t ions  o f 
hematoporphyrin derivatives were given by Dougherty et al. 
[9] who later in 1986, established the International 
Photodynamic Association and expanded it globally. In 1999, 
FDA approved PDT to treat precancerous skin lesions of the 
face or scalp, cancers and certain other diseases. Photofrin® 
is the most extensively studied and clinically used 
photosensitizer. With their continuous efforts biochemists 
synthesized particles that mimicked as improved PSs, now 
suggested as potentially benecial to mediate PDT for 
attacking cancer, infections and many other diseases. 

Applications Of PDT In Dentistry
In treatment of pre-malignant and malignant lesions of the 
head and neck region, including the oral cavity mainly:
1. The topical application of the photosensit izer 

aminolevulinic acid (ALA) is used as a diagnostic tool for 
oral lesions, in a procedure known as ALA-based 

photodynamic diagnosis.
2.  PDT used for the management of lesions in the oral cavity 

caused by the herpes simplex virus (or HSV), for rapid 
healing with no acute side effects of PDT [11].

3.  Use of PDT in both the prevention and treatment of 
alveolar osteitis and post-extraction pain [12]. 

4.  In endodontics, to achieve and maintain sterility inside the 
root canal by the complete elimination of bacterial species 
colonizing it and causing infections [13].

5.  PDT-assisted plaque removal,  also famous as 
photodynamic antimicrobial chemotherapy (PACT) [14]. 
First used and pronounced by Bevilacqua et al. [15], by 
using toluidine blue and an LED laser light.

6.  PDT is known to be an effective antibacterial technique, 
there is evidence to suggest its efcacy in the treatment of 
periodontal diseases [14,16,17]

7.  PDT in combination with mechanical debridement around 
the infected implant surface provides a useful tool in the 
treatment of peri-implantitis and peri-implant mucositis 
[18].

8.  Antimicrobial PDT in the treatment of oral candidiasis [10]
9.  As an adjunct to non-surgical periodontal therapy in the 

management of Chronic periodontitis

The Photodynamic therapy (PDT) also termed photoradiation 
therapy, phototherapy, photochemotherapy, photo-activated 
disinfection (PAD), or light-activated disinfection (LAD), 
involves the combination of visible light, usually through the 
use of a diode laser and a photosensitizer [19]. The PDT 
involves three main components i.e. light source, a non-toxic 
photosensitizer and oxygen.

Figure 1: Mechanism of Action of PDT
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Sources: www.googleimages .com/ PDT 

Photosensitive Dyes
Photosensitizer an element procient of light absorption of 
specic wavelength and with an ability to convert it into useful 
energy. When used unaccompanied, the two components (i.e. 
photosensitizer and light) are detrimental. However, when 
combined they will lead to the creation of lethal cytotoxic 
substances (ROS) which can selectively damage bacteria or 
human cells (Sharman et al. 1999). Hence, PDT has been 
projected as a means of reducing bacterial load or even to 
eliminate periodontal pathogens [20].

Ideal Properties Of Ps Agent
Should be only wholesome compound to permit preparation 
under good manufacturing practice (GMP) situations having 
good quality control and low production costs, and have better 
stability enabling storage.

Should have a strong absorption peak in the red to near-
infrared spectral region (between 650 and 800 nm) because 
absorption of single photons with wavelengths longer than 
800 nm does not provide enough energy to excite oxygen to its 
singlet state.

Possess long lifetime at the triplet state
PSs should possess a substantial triplet quantum yield 
leading to good production of ROS upon irradiation.

It should have appropriate photostability, no dark toxicity and 
relatively rapid clearance from normal tissues, thereby 
minimizing the side effects of photo toxicity

The interval between drug administration and irradiation 
(drug–light interval, DLI) to be as long as possible (up to 4 
days), so that the PS was given sufcient time to clear from 
normal tissues, while remaining concentrated in tumours.

Have appropriate energy at the triplet state to provide 
sufcient energy at the transfer to ground state

Some of the most effective PS compounds have been found 
preferentially to low-density lipoprotein (LDL) among various 
serum proteins, and it has been proposed that overexpressed 
LDL receptors that are sometimes found on tumour cells could 
be important in tumour localization [21].

The ideal PS structure is very different between anti-cancer 
drugs and antimicrobial drugs. Anti-cancer PSs tend to be 
lipophilic with little or no overall charge (either positive or 
negative). Antimicrobial PSs, on the other hand, should have 
pronounced cationic charges, and in many cases the more 
charges the better especially for targeting Gram-negative 
bacteria. Anticancer PSs are usually expected to have long 
wavelength (far red/near-infrared) absorption bands for good 
tissue penetration of the exciting light, whereas for 
antimicrobial PSs, this property is much less important as 
infections that will be treated by PDT tend to be rather 
supercial in nature

Generations Of PSS
First Generation
First generation PSs have been available since the 1960s. 
They include cyclic tetrapyrroles, comprising substituted 
derivatives of porphyrin, chlorin and bacteriochlorin, which 
are structural derivatives of hematoporphyrin with an 
activation wavelength of 620-650nm [22,23]. 

Drawbacks Of These PSS Are
Ÿ high aggregation tendency
Ÿ lack of specicity

Ÿ low solubility in physiological liquids
Ÿ cutaneous phototoxicity. 

Hence by current standards for use in PDT most of the rst 
generation PSs are unsuitable, but they provided a source for 
the synthesis of new PSs. Hematoporphyrin is commercially 
known as Photofrin®, is most widely studied and clinically 
used photosensitizer to date. It was initially permitted for 
treatment of lung, bladder, esophageal and early stage 
cervical cancers in the 1950s, later as used a PS agent  [25,26]. 
Moreover, hypericin, eosin, methylene blue and rose bengal 
previously employed as PS agents; currently have different 
indications [27].

Porphyrins possess unique advantages in PDT due to their 
strong 1O2 generation efciency and excellent uorescence 
property. One of porphyrins derivative, Photofrin is recorded 
as the rst-generation PS for PDT. Unfortunately, Photofrin 
suffers from poor water solubility and low extinction coefcient 
in the NIR region.

Second Generation
Second generation PSs developed in the late 1980s, as an 
attempt to improve the efcacy of rst generation agents with 
better pharmacokinetic properties and a lower toxicity [28, 29]. 
In addition, these PSs have a near infrared absorption and a 
high 1O2 yield compared with the rst generation compounds 
[30].

Verteporn, talaporn, temoporn are few examples: these 
include core or structurally modied or substituted porphyrins, 
bacteriochlorins, chlorins, phthalocyanines or other 
macrocyclic compounds [31]. The most commonly used and 
well-known are 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) and a structurally 
modied version of hematoporphyrin [28, 29]. 

ALA is  5 -aminolevul in ic  ac id  so -cal led in t r ins ic 
photosensitizer, that is converted in situ to protoporphyrin IX. 
The introduction of exogenous ALA in vivo inhibits the rst step 
of porphyrin synthesis, resulting in the accumulation of 
protoporphyrin IX in the tissue [28,29]. Topical ALA and its 
ester derivatives have been approved by the FDA and used to 
treat many diseases, like pre-cancer conditions, basal and 
squamous cell carcinoma of the skin, Bowen's disease, and 
actinic (solar) keratoses and gastrointestinal cancers [32].
Phthalocyanines (Pcs) are the second-generation PSs 
containing intensely blue-green-colored aromatic 
macrocyclic compound. Pcs exhibit strong absorption band at 
the red region, and the presence of metal atom, such as Zn, Al, 
and Si, yields a long T1 lifetime and a high 1 O2 generation 
quantum yield. [29] However, the drawback of Pcs includes 
strong aggregation in aqueous solution and slow in vivo 
clearance should be solved before their application in clinical 
PDT

Third Generation  
Third generation PSs are the most recently developed 
compounds of medicinal use; the derivatives of the second 
generation PS compounds possess various advantages in 
their use [28]. These are second generation PS compounds 
that are usually conjugated with some biological molecules or 
they have built in “photo-quenching” properties, i.e., these 
photosensitive materials only become activated at their 
specic target site (e.g., protein, receptor) [32]. 

Possible carrier molecules for the former group includes 
monoclonal antibodies, non-antibody-based protein carriers, 
monosaccharides, polymers, polymeric nanoparticles (NPs) 
or liposomes; while cellular markers for the latter group 
include tumor surface markers (e.g., epidermal growth factor 
receptor), receptors (e.g., low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 
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receptors, transferrin receptors, folic acid receptors, integrin 
receptors) and transporters (e.g., glucose transporters) 
[28,32]. The conjugation of fullerenes with polyethylene glycol 
(PEG) increases their tumor localization and increases their 
solubility in water-based solvents and in vivo biological 
conditions [33].

Figure 1: Generations of Photosensitizers
Sources: www.googleimages .com/ types and generations of 
Photosensitizers

Other PSs that are organic and presently being studied for 
medical use are:
Indocyanine dyes, such as indocyanine green (ICG), IR-825, 
and IR-780, show considerable application in uorescence 
imaging and PDT due to their NIR absorption and excellent 
biocompatibil i ty.  i t  can selectively accumulate in 
mitochondria, which is favourable to overcome the hypoxia 
factor and enhance the PDT efciency.

BODIPYs (boron-dipyrromethene) have many ideal PS 
features, i.e., high extinction coefcient, environment 
insensitivity, high photostability, excellent biocompatibility, 
and high 1O2 generation quantum yield.

DPP (dipalmitolyphosphatidylcholine) has been widely used 
in organic solar cells, organic eld effect transistor, 
uorescence sensing, and bio imaging due to its excellent 
photostability and high uorescence quantum yield. However, 
the low O2 generation quantum yield and non-targeting 
property of DPP prevent its application in PDT.

Curcumin is a photoactive, polyphenolic compound derived 
from the turmeric root. Curcumin shows excellent phototoxicity 
to cancer cells and cytoprotectivity to normal cells. However, 
the poor water solubility and a rapid clearance from the living 
body prevent this natural PS from in vivo applications. Many 
trials to overcome these disadvantages and improve the 
bioavailability of curcumin, such as formation NPs or micelle 
nanostructures, and assembling with liposomal carriers are in 
pipeline. Curcumin is activated by blue light [34]. Most 
applications of curcumin are as an antimicrobial PS aiding in 
eradication of oral pathogens [35].

Furocoumarins are natural and synthetic compounds with 
structure consisting of a furan ring fused with coumarin. 
Furocoumarins have been already used in treating skin 
diseases and cutaneous T-cell lymphoma due to their ROS 
generation capability under UV light irradiation. The 
generated ROS would further impair cellular functions 
through lipid peroxidation, guanine and strand break 

oxidation in nucleic acids, proteins oxidation, and enzyme 
inactivation. However, furocoumarins suffer from poor 
solubility and selectivity, and several long-term side effects, 
such as skin phototoxicity. Although surfaced modication 
with water-soluble groups and tumor-targetable probes can 
overcome these drawbacks, the UV light excitation feature is 
limited in PDT of deep cancer. [36]

Riboavin (vitamin B2) has been explored as an antimicrobial 
PS. It has been tested for antimicrobial [37] and blood product 
sterilization [38] applications, and also as a photoactivated 
crosslinker for corneal stiffening [39]. Riboavin has two 
peaks in the UVA (360 nm) and blue (440 nm) regions. Maisch 
et al. [40] have synthesized a cationic version of riboavin 
designed as an antimicrobial PS.

Newer Advances In Dyes
Most effective PSs tend to be insoluble, hydrophobic 
molecules with a high propensity to aggregate means that 
encapsulation in nano-drug carriers may make a big 
difference to their performance [41]. Moreover many other 
nanostructures such as plasmonic gold nanoparticles, 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, 
graphene and upconversion nanoparticles have found uses in 
PDT [42]. There is another group of nanostructures where the 
actual nanoparticle itself acts as the PS absorbing light and 
producing ROS, as in the case of fullerenes [43], titanium 
dioxide [41] and some types of quantum dots [44].

Nanoparticle PS Delivery
A variety of nanoparticles are used to solubilize, encapsulate 
and deliver PSs to both tumours and microbial cells [45]. 
Liposomes, micelles, nano emulsions can all be constructed 
out of lipids or amphiphilic polymers that self-assemble into 
delivery vehicles for PSs [46]. These Nano vehicles have many 
advantages, the most important of which are providing a big 
increase in photochemical efciency, and the ability to 
localize in tumours after IV injection due to the EPR effect [47]

Titanium Dioxide 
 It has long been known that titanium dioxide (TiO2) or titania 
acts as a large band gap semiconductor. When excited with 
UVA light, an electron is excited from the valence band into the 
conductance band leaving behind a positively charged hole. 
The electron can produce superoxide from oxygen, whereas 
the hole can produce hydroxyl radicals from water. These ROS 
have been used in the process of photocatalysis which is used 
to kill micro-organisms and degrade organic pollutants [48]. 
In recent times TiO2 nanoparticles have been used as PDT 
agents often as composites or hybrids [49,50].

Quantum Dots 
Although many researchers have prepared conjugates 
between quantum dots and various different PSs to carry out 
PDT [51– 53], a recent study showed that graphene quantum 
dots could mediate PDT on their own without any added PS 
[52].

Future Trends
In present technological era nucleic acid-based therapeutics 
as a form of gene therapy, KillerRed has been used as an 
optogenetic tool to allow the light-mediated inactivation of 
specic groups of neurons in Caeorhabditis elegans in 
transgenic zebrash, in Xenopus laevis embryos [53] and in 
the mouse retina [54]. Another such genetically encoded PS is 
the avoprotein 'miniSOG' [55].

Furthermore, theranostic agents could also be designed to 
incorporate a method to monitor the effectiveness of 
treatment, possibly in real-time, and in the days following 
treatment. Porphysomes (self-assembled nanostructures from 
lipid-conjugated porphyrins) are an interesting example of a 
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theranostic PDT agent [56].

In Oral and maxillofacial diseases, the two commonly used 
PSs are of blue and green groups. The PSs under 
Phenothiazium dyes are Methylene blue and Toluidine blue 
showing optimum results when activated with a laser of 
wavelength 640-680 nm. The other group consisting of 
Indocyanine green and Malachite green with sensitivity to 
activation with a laser of wavelength 800-830nm.

CONCLUSION 
Many signicant advances have been made in PS design 
during the last 20 years, and second, third and even fourth-
generation PSs have been described. The requirements for an 
optimal photosensitizer are the following:
Ÿ  commercial availability in its pure chemical form
Ÿ  cost-effectiveness
Ÿ  ease of administration
Ÿ  long wavelength absorbing-capacity
Ÿ  low dark toxicity but strong photo cytotoxicity
Ÿ  good selectivity towards target cells and rapid elimination

Although there is currently no PS which adheres to all the 
above-mentioned criteria, this list provides a general 
guideline for the development of novel agents. Currently, there 
are only a few PSs that have received ofcial approval for 
clinical use around the world, thus it is imperative to carry out 
more research in this eld to nd additional compounds for 
treatment.
The development of novel PSs should address issues with 
mutagenicity selectivity and the more precise targeting of PSs, 
dependable activation by an appropriate wavelength of light 
(both of which were the main objectives during the 
development of third generation PSs) and options for pain-
free outpatient therapy. The possible development of 
photosensitizers with longer activation wavelengths will also 
allow for deeper tissue penetration.
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